I Smart
Managing tax credit and
economic incentive
engagements globally
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Tax credits and economic incentives
could be an important opportunity
Businesses with national or multinational
operations often qualify for a wide range
of tax credits and economic incentives.
Categories include research-based (R&D)
incentives and grants, employment-related
incentives, investment-based incentives, and
energy credits. The financial impact of these
credits and incentives can be substantial,
both individually and cumulatively.

The effort to identify, claim, and sustain incentives should not be underestimated
Securing tax credits and economic incentives can be highly challenging from three perspectives:

Data collection and organization

Information analysis

Engagement management

Properly identifying activities that
potentially qualify for available tax
credits and economic incentives can
require specialized knowledge of the
industry, the type of business, and
tax rules. Companies with multiple
business units operating in different
jurisdictions may be especially
challenged because of the significant
amount of detailed information that is
often required, and that information
may come from a variety of financial
and operating systems in addition
to employee surveys. If a company’s
data-gathering and data-management
process is not well designed, delays
can occur, adding to the challenge of
meeting regulatory requirements.

The ability to quickly analyze data
relating to potentially qualifying
projects is imperative for global
management of credits and incentives
programs. Relevant data typically
includes the activities of hundreds,
sometimes thousands, of employees,
various supplies purchased, and
outside services paid for. Data analysis
tools must be able to handle large
amounts of data, perform complex
calculations, and at the same time
facilitate smooth workflow and
produce sustainable work papers.

Over time a company may apply for
and claim dozens, even hundreds, of
different tax credits and economic
incentives, and managing them can
require major effort. Visibility into,
and coordination of, compliance
requirements, related deadlines,
and ongoing data gathering,
documentation, and analysis
can strain even sophisticated tax
departments. Staying on top of
deadlines and meeting compliance
requirements is imperative, especially
in a global regulatory environment
that is constantly evolving.
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Does your organization have the
specialized knowledge, dedicated
resources, and supporting
technology to address credits
and incentives efficiently?
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Deloitte’s I Smart technology – more focus on
analysis, less on data management
Based on many years of working closely with Deloitte clients
as they identify and claim tax credits and economic incentives
around the world, we developed the I Smart technology to
power our global research incentive methodology, Deloitte
Incentive Insight.
I Smart is an innovative, Web-based incentive claims
engagement management system – a centralized and secure
location that collects and organizes the information for a
company’s incentives claims. It also helps engagement teams
track and compute incentives values while compiling work
papers and other records at a level of detail required for
substantiation of claims.
I Smart enables engagement teams and clients to centrally
view credit and incentive claim programs. It features easyto-use, activity-based information requests and the ability to
upload relevant supporting information. It also has the power
to process substantial volumes of data for deeper analysis.
With I Smart, it is possible to maintain a consolidated view of
credits and incentives, including the compliance status of each
credit, incentive, or grant.

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Tax LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about
for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may not be available to attest
clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.

I Smart gives
engagement teams
broad visibility into,
and effective
coordination of, the
many facets of a
client’s global tax
credits and economic
incentives program.
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I Smart – effective engagement management, whether local or global in scale
I Smart is a practical way to gather and analyze credit and incentive data. It gives engagement teams intuitive tools for performing a variety of
analyses, from basic to sophisticated. And, where appropriate, it facilitates organization and analysis of both activity and expenditure information.
Important features of I Smart include:

Data collection and organization

Information analysis

Engagement management

• Efficient tracking of large volumes of
information and related documents
through a centralized, secure,
web-based system

• Effective database engine that
processes large data volumes and
facilitates complex calculations

• Centralized, global credit and
incentive claims development and
tracking

• Standardized and customized reports

• Effective tracking of expenditures
and documentation of qualified
activity through easy-to-use, activitybased surveys, including the ability
to upload relevant supporting
documentation

• Online review and analysis of surveys
displaying relevant employee and
vendor data

• Broad visibility into a client’s
portfolio of incentive claims locally
and globally

• Accurate recordkeeping and process
transparency via broad-based
e-deliverable and work papers

• Records management capability
for effective support of credits and
incentives filings

• Controlled access for authorized
users with an Internet connection
through role-based profiles
• Highly configurable system design
and setup
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I Smart – transforming tax credits and economic incentives engagement management
Through our use of I Smart on credits and incentives engagements, Deloitte’s clients often enjoy many of the following benefits:

Efficient and timely data
gathering through clientspecific, web-based surveys

Efficient identification
and location of related
documents

Timely communications and
coordination of time-sensitive
engagement activities
through automated email
notifications

Centralized access to
information for preparing
credits and incentives claims

Executive dashboards for
real-time engagement
reporting and live snapshots
of qualified expenditures and
incentives projects

Broad-based compliance
reporting and documentation
for examining authorities

Efficient and timely review
and analysis of information

Support for global tax
planning

Advanced engagement
management for tracking
milestones and keeping
activities on schedule

Easy access to information
from prior engagement years
for analysis of current-year
activities

Assistance from Deloitte’s
global network of tax credits
and economic incentives
professionals
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With guidance from Deloitte’s global credits and incentives
specialists, you can have confidence in the effectiveness of
your global tax credits and economic incentives program.
Deloitte’s use of I Smart provides you focused visibility into
and coordination of the credits and incentives life cycle,
from initial consideration and analysis, through data
gathering and documentation, to the actual claim and
subsequent regulatory reporting.
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Deloitte is leading the way through an era of tax
transformation
Tax credits and economic incentives can be potent elements
of a company’s broader tax strategies, whether on a national
basis or globally. Deloitte is intent on leading tax departments
through the types of tax transformation businesses are now
undertaking, helping them pursue their business objectives
with the highest quality and integrity.
Our tax-technical, technology, and management consulting
specialists find innovative ways to help uncover insights
and solutions for navigating an increasingly complex global
environment.
Our use of I Smart on credit and incentives engagements is
one of those innovations, and along with it, you gain
access to:
1

2

3

An established methodology for carefully analyzing
and documenting tax credits and economic
incentives – Deloitte Incentive Insight
A global network of Deloitte professionals with
deep technical knowledge of US, EU, and individual
country’s rules and regulations pertaining to tax
credits and economic incentives.
Efficient and nonintrusive credits and incentives
analyses to help allow companies to stay focused
on their business
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Contacts
To learn more about how Deloitte and our use of I Smart can accelerate and streamline your company’s tax credits and incentives claims,
contact your local Deloitte professional or email us at ISmart@deloitte.com.
Central
Chicago
Mick Kane
+1 312 486 9906

East
Charlotte
Angela Abernethy
+1 412 303 5220

West
Los Angeles
Victoria Boegh
+1 213 593 3716

Brian Wagner
+1 312-486-1802

Cleveland
Laura Paszt
+1 216-589-5405

Stephanie LaBacz
+1 213 553 1752

Anne-Marie Petersen
+1 312 486 2264
Laura Ray
+1 312 486 1807
Houston
Valentina Novakovic
+1 713-982-3609
Priscilla Zhang
+1 713 982 4979
Kansas City
Marissa Shelton
+1 816 802 7731
Columbus
Kevin Blosser
+1 614 229 4708
Nashville
Derek Schraw
+1 615 259 1860
Pittsburgh
Mike Osborn
+1 412 338 7895

Hartford
Michael Goldbas
+1 860 725 3028
David Singer
+1 860 725 3427
Don Singer
+1 860 725 3015
Jericho
Stephen Napoli
+1 516 918 7175

Eric Peterson
+1 408 704 4694
Michael Quintal
+1 213 553 1040
San Francisco
Raaj Kumar
+1 415-783-4681
San Jose
David Lyness
+1 408 704 4667

New York
Martin Karamon
+1 212 436 6302
Ryon Allen
+1 646 348 3034
Parsippany
Sean Gogerty
+1 973 602 6560
Philadelphia
George Curran
+1 215 246 2524
Washington, D.C.
William Lew
+1 202 220 2943
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